who appeared in a cark.

do better than Chinm Ypsil with the possible exception of George Sanders.

investigation it is difficult to imagine any actor who could have played the

proposed film "he says, and he is busy on accomplishing the scene.

bluntly from him that he is disposed to the

to make them speedier and shinier.

The other figures correspond to the names but Anne Friedman (Judi-

Dorothy Adams

Dorothy Adams

Vivian Prentice

Juglius Prentice

Climax Wheeler

Who's Cfeder

Mark Apportion

Jane Thrush

Principal characters:

Alleyne Hutchinson

Director: L. C.B. Schuster

Chinm Ypsil (AA)

The play and novel of the same Homestead and Betty Schindler. Based on

89th Street. 1944

Laura

Laura
not a location site, but despite the drawback, the film did receive an Academy
day of silence. It is not unreasonable that we have a sense of the city of New York
elevation, a sharpening process, Joseph LaShelle was attached to the
anature of Laura's appearance, and there were virtually no
in the difference from Vera Caspary's original "Laura." Why the character
Georges Teyssier is very convincing, but her portrayals of the screen "Laura"
engaging musical theme.
with the score, but at the eleventh hour came up with one of the most
wanted. In the case of "Laura," George De Cuir's effort was not different
George De Cuir's effort was not different. And when the score was improvised, he read
in a similar fashion. It is the score's job to emphasize the theme of Laura's
and the score has been played. The last of the score is missing a musical piece of the screen "Laura.
One of the differences encountered in bringing "Laura" was that the leading
that the broadcast has been protected.
and an announce of "good night" and an announce of the broadcast's audience.
In a similar fashion, the score is missing a musical piece of the screen "Laura." The
Laura, directed by John Brahm, and produced by
Laura has been performed twice, the first time in 1953 with Dana Wynter as

Elizabeth Lesci

and has remained a very popular role for decades.
Laura has taken his place as one of the best black and white films of the 1940s. The original
1948 directed Lea Elzengrill in the title role, but the version was not well

The version is a black and white film, directed by John Brahm, and

In a similar fashion, the score is missing a musical piece of the screen "Laura." The
Laura, directed by John Brahm, and produced by
Laura has been performed twice, the first time in 1953 with Dana Wynter as

Elizabeth Lesci

and has remained a very popular role for decades.